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dwarf permanently blind, another facet of Father Odin's
"gift." When the ancestral Dark Elves had agreed to forego
the light of the sun, they had, indeed, relinquished it
forever.
At the edge of the alder thicket, Dvalin paused. Extending thence to the river's edge was a broad meadow. In the
center of the meadow, a tall sapling had been stripped of

its limbs and driven as deep into the turf as a powerful pair
of troll arms could manage. At the base of the crude pole,
a writhing white object appeared to be the source of the
sobs. Even though the sky was becoming lighter, Dvalin's
curiosity drew him ever closer until, to his horror, he
recognized a naked Brunni bound hand and foot to the pole
in such a way that she faced eastward. A quick glance at the
horizon confirmed her imminent peril from the rising sun,
and Dvalin dashed across the remaining space to cut her
loose and try to find some shelter in the alder thicket for
both of them before it was too late.
"Oh, Dvalin, you've come, you've come," Brunni
cried.
"No time to talk now," Dvalin grunted as he sawed at
the heavy bindings the trolls had used. "I've got to get you
out of here before the sun comes up."
One by one the cords parted, and it seemed as if victory
were almost in their grasp. Then - just as the last cord fell
away and Brunni was free to stumble along on her numb,
chafed legs - the hunting cry of a king eagle, largest and
most ferocious of the birds of prey, shattered the eastern
sky and froze the hearts of the two dwarves with terror.
Dvalin realized at once that they could never reach the
cover of the alders before the king eagle seized one of them,
yet if they stayed to fight, the rising sun would blind them
both.
In almost a single motion, Dvalin whipped the hooded
cloak from his shoulders and pulled it over Brunni's,
Forcing her to the ground with her now hooded head
turned away from the sun -and admonishing her not to
move for any reason- Dvalin cocked an arrow to his
bowstring. Hearing the triumphant scream of the king
eagle as it started to dive toward its prey, and knowing that
the bird would attack with the sun at its back, Dvalin
turned to face his enemy- to gain one glimpse of it with his
last sight. There it was... and coming incredibly fast! Yet
the afterimage of that one last vision was burned on his
brain, and when he drew back his bowstring and loosed his
arrow it was as if he saw the bird still. With the arrow,
Dvalin also loosed a frightful cry, "Odin-n- n-nl" But
whether that cry was meant as a prayer of supplication or
as a curse, none ever knew save Dvalin.
The shot was true and, although the tumbling body of
the king eagle struck Dvalin and knocked him asprawling
over Brunni, the bird was dead before it ever touched the
ground.
Dvalin gained much honor that day ... as well as the
nickname Solblindi, which he was to carry the rest of his
life. When night fell, he and Brunni returned to the barrow
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mound where they were married at once, dwarf-style. His
band remained in Svarinshaug for only a short while before
moving on to the brooding mountain called Aurvanger,
which sits by itself in the middle of J oru Plain. In time,
after Dvalin's followers revisited Svartalfheim to reclaim
their families and bring them back to Aurvanger, the tale
of Brunni's.rescue and Dvalin's sacrifice became common
knowledge ... and from that time on the sun was known
among dwarvish folk as "Dvalin's Doom."

THE FIRST KING OF THE

ISLAND
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Out of the north came a bitter wind,
And with it long, long ships.
Out of the north with a frosty cry,
Pale gold sailors slipped.
Captain Baldaf then descried
An island fair and green.
Shouting "Take 'er, lads, for our golden Northman queen!"
Into the northwest bay he sailed,
set anchor in the calm, calm sea,
And led a force of niney men to plunder for his
Northman queen.
No jewels he found,
No coinage round,
No silks nor spice nor native crowns,
And only the flitting of soft, soft feet
Told him of men he would never meet.
Undaunted still he pitched his tent
And slept beneath the stars.
Only the wise old Moon could guess
He would nevermore sail afar.
The moon has risen a thousand times, and still
Baltlaf is here,
For he will never be wholly gone as long as heirs
appear.

